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Category:Polish symphoniesQ: Drupal 7 (and other Drupal sites): general guidelines for hard and fast naming conventions In my
"work flow" I tend to be a little bit of a luddite. All of my projects go through (at least) two additional phases of approval before
they are allowed to go live. As such, I like to maintain a high level of standards in my naming conventions. With Drupal it seems
as though I am somewhat limited when it comes to naming conventions as there isn't much information out there on the subject.
For example, when I'm looking for something in drupal.org I can't see much of a naming convention on how to find things. I'm
thinking that this is intentional as there isn't much risk of duplicating anything. I don't really have much experience with other
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CMS's. Here are a couple of guidelines that I came up with: Only 2 words at max in a PHP function/object name Prefix all
variables with an underscore (even in the same class) What are some other conventions that you use and why? A: For Drupal, I'd
recommend the naming conventions and suggestions in the following URL: (I will leave any references as comments if you find
them more useful than the GitHub source.) The above is: Cased, camel-cased, or snake_cased names In general, nouns Avoid

verbs Avoid plural 520fdb1ae7
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